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About This Game

Water Density is an digging game where the goal is to obtain the most Heavy Water. Use a wheel loader to create a road for
your tanker to transport water back to your rocket ship. Fly a drone to scout the landscape and explore tunnels, to find water.

To avoid disappointment, please understand this game is mostly about digging and water flow on a LIMITED terrain, not
combat.

The triangular prism voxel allows you to change the shape of the ground and change the flow of the dynamic water model.

Game play is about creating a road though the terrain for your tanker (and destroying your opponents road in two player mode).

Play in one of seven terrains (more to be added later in updates).

Terrain size is limited to what the average GPU can handle (renders a lot of voxels).
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Title: Water Density
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Quail Island Software Limited
Publisher:
Quail Island Software Limited
Release Date: 14 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 64bit

Processor: 2GHz 4 core i5 or 2GHz 4 core i7

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: > GeForce GT 540M 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Intensive CPU, GPU and memory usage, lower frame rate on 540M

English
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i love the escaps. Brings a lot of memories from childhood!
 there's no story to spoil xD . Great improvement over Spartan Assualt.
New weapons.
New vehicles.
New enemies.
New levels.
Improved gameplay.
Great music.
Nice visuals.

I enjoyed it thoroughly.
Special operations, gold star requirements and other achievements are quite reasonable.
So, took me less time to complete 100% compared to the Spartan Assualt, which is a good thing because that doesn't feel like a
chore.
Overall I'll recommend this Halo Spartan series.
You'll surely enjoy these games, particularly if you are a Halo fan.. Anyone who is a fan of Retro Era look video games should
grab this. This game is a lot of fun and searching around putting the story together is great too, The soundtrack compliments the
theme and helps replicate the classic 80s horror feel which is pretty nostalgic for me. It keeps things eerie and reminds you there
isn't much comfort when you're being stalked all the time but dont assume its retro look won't mpact gamers on the "Fright
Factor"

While running around trying to get the job done, you never know when the sunshine bear might show up. There's some people
aroudn the camp but how many get out alive? Not sure, Maybe you'll be one of them.

Generally its an easy game to get started and play, so you don't have to be a long time gamer to be "good at it"
anyone who just wants simple gameplay and wants to get stuck into the action this is definately a great grab.
Try playing with some friends too, as in. WAtching over your shoulder, I'm sure they'll enjoy the thrills when the bear
makes his trademark sound and is appears.

. I guess I'm going to be the first to deviate from all the negative reviews for this interesting title.

In short I'd recommend this game to anyone that's looking for a flight arcade title set during the beautiful backdrops of the
Vietnam War. I give a lot of credit towards the developers with the wide range of assorted aircraft during the 60's/70's. The
soundtrack is good or unique in a sense ,yet after a couple missions they get really beaten to death since they wrote original
songs for this game with some range of genres too. I'll be honest by saying that the story isn't interesting at all even though I'm
not that far into the game. Some other things that bother me with what the developers did was mainly the grid they put into each
of the combat airspaces giving you only so much room to fly yet it's not all that bad, but it takes away from "some" of the
immersion. Graphically this game is beautiful despite all the nay-sayers are saying how this seems dated which on the ground it
does but its really gorgeous up in the skies of vietnam while you're chasing screaming Migs.

Another small thing that bothers me too is during helicopter gameplay your seated in the Co-Pilot seat of lets say the Hueys and
Chinooks when in reality they should of had you sitting in the actual pilot seat.

These are just some of the things that popped at me with my short time of playing this but I'm going to enjoy it nonetheless.
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If you are on the fence about picking this title up my best advice is to wait for it to be on sale instead of paying full price since
you don't have too much to loose.. Absolutely amazing.. Do you like using a button to change your characters facing rather than
using a stick? Then Guilty Gear Isuka is the game for you! Otherwise, stay away!
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Happy Santa. 9.99 might be a bit steep, but it's a good game. Thoughtful, deep. The closest thing we'll ever get to an Earthsea
game.

Touches some pretty heavy topics, but not too heavy handedly. A lot of love and thought went into this.. Garbage. Just garbage..
Trying to figure out how to get a refund

My reasons are:

its too complex

i cant figure anything out

its not enjoyable. I'm really proud of myself today because I finished an adventure game without using a walkthrough.. Good
shmup with nice art and waifus.. If I could find it I could play it. It's "different" and I like it.
Be it the 2d platformer ones or the 3d platformer one (Ultimate Mayhem), I have lot of fun playing the Worms.
It was a pretty good game back then and it still is.
If you like the original Worms and you like or do not mind 3d platformer then you should like this.
Has a decent amount of customization for both worms and gamemodes.
Has random generation map and a map creator.

Gameplay is pretty good overall, worth playing.

8/10. Dont be fooled by the nice graphics and cool trailers it sucks thats what i would say
the sound effects are really bad the main menu is such a just rushed through thing and
the controls are just the worst you have to hold down R and move long distances with wasd at the same time
look try it now pretending and you move so slow. press this to speed up it says but it makes no difference. i would no reccomend
this game.
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